SMART AUDIO SERIES
The World’s First Wireless Surround System
with Built-in Smart Home Control

SMART AUDIO
WIRELESS SURROUND SYSTEM
Savant’s revolutionary wireless surround sound system offers industryleading quality and control in an unexpectedly compact, easily installed
package. With Savant Host technology built right into our soundbar,
your home audio system can now take control of lighting, shades,
climate, security, and distributed audio.

SMART AUDIO FAMILY

SMART AUDIO SOUNDBAR
WIRELESS SOUNDBAR WITH BUILT-IN
SAVANT HOST TECHNOLOGY
Your home audio system can now deliver much more than
just top-quality sound. Savant’s revolutionary 3-Channel LCR
Soundbar with built-in automation and control technology provides
incredible audio quality, plus a single stream of Savant Music,
integrated control ports, and Savant Host processing capabilities.

• Expand with IP Audio over AVB
• WiSA technology eliminates the need to send wires to
rear-channel surrounds and subwoofers
• Integrated streaming music services
• Integrated control ports allow you to connect and take control
of local devices
• Install flexibility with ethernet & Wi-Fi. When connected over ethernet, the
soundbar becomes an additional wireless access point for surfing the web
• Audio optimization with Artison DSP & speaker design
• Ships with standard size grille, with the option to order custom grille

SMART AUDIO SOUNDBAR

SMART AUDIO SURROUNDS

SMART AUDIO SURROUNDS
WIRELESS SURROUND SPEAKERS
Savant’s wireless surround speakers allow for modular scaling to
meet the sound system needs of even the most discerning audiophile.
Available in your choice of white or black, Savant wireless surrounds
integrate effortlessly with Smart Audio Soundbars and Subwoofers to
deliver a truly immersive entertainment experience.

• WiSA technology eliminates wiring to soundbar and
subs while providing the highest audio fidelity possible
• Optional stands
• Available in black or white

SMART AUDIO SUBWOOFER
WIRELESS SURROUND SUBWOOFER
This compact and powerful subwoofer provides industry leading
RCC Vibration Cancelling technology from the team who invented it.
The Savant wireless Audio Subwoofer delivers precise, powerful
low-range audio in a small, unobtrusive package. Integration is
simple, and the smart host soundbar allows for the inclusion of
either one or two wireless subwoofers.

SMART AUDIO SUBWOOFER

SAVANT MUSIC
Supported Music
Services include:
• Spotify Connect
See your Recently Played

MUSIC GETS PERSONAL
All of your music in one place, accessible from any one
of our award-winning user interfaces. The Savant Music
platform offers an unmatched personalized listening
experience. Powerful advanced search features, cutting
edge wireless technology, and seamless, intuitive control
that scales to suit your needs.

Albums or Playlists
populated here

• Pandora
• AirPlay
• Tidal
• Plex
• iHeart Radio
• SiriusXM
• TuneIn

Custom Dashboard

• Deezer

Add streaming services,
playlists, artists, albums
and more to keep the
content you want
front and center.
Browse all of your music
from all of your sources in
one Library.

Get right to the music
you want right now.
Search across all
services at once with our
powerful, streamlined
Music Search.

SAVANT MUSIC
AUDIO SETTINGS
Our Smart Audio speakers deliver best in class
wireless audio with simple configuration right from
the Savant Pro App. Just connect, locate speakers,
and assign channels for up to 5.2 surround in minutes.
The Savant Pro App’s Equalizer function lets even the
most discerning audiophiles keep their sound dialed
in perfectly, with a 7-band graphical EQ allowing for
+/- 12dB attentuation. Users can create and save
personalized presets, then apply them to any active
audio service with a single tap.

Music Home

Now Playing

Search

Wireless Surround

Equalizer

HOME VIEW — MAIN NAVIGATION

HIGHLIGHTED SCREENS

The Home View displays an overview of what is happening at home.
Swipe right or tap
Settings to add new
room photos, add

Swipe left or tap here to
see all available Scenes.

users, set notifications
and more.

Pull down or tap here
for the Rooms View to
access room-specific
services and settings.

To get a closer look at

Scroll left or right

what’s Now Playing in

through the carousel of

your home, tap your

available services

activity feed.

in your Savant Home.

Tap to access all of the
A service that is active
somewhere in the home
is indicated by a dot.

options for a service.
For quick adjustments
press and hold or Force
Touch to bring up
Quick Controls.

Settings

Now Playing

Quick Controls

Scenes

Rooms View

SAVANT SCENES

USER PROFILES

Capturing, creating, and editing Scenes is easier than ever.

Let everyone in your house enjoy the benefits of Savant.

Tap the + icon to capture or build

The Users screen shows a list of who

a Scene. Each step has been designed

can use your Savant Home.

for simplicity.
Add a new user profile by tapping the
Swipe left on a Scene name to edit,

+ icon and choosing from three different

set a countdown timer, or delete.

user types.

Scenes can be set as shared or left as

After inviting someone to your Home,

personal. Shared Scenes are available

tap on the new user profile to grant

to all users as well as accessible from

permission for Control of different

in-wall touch screens.

rooms, services, or the ability to access
your home remotely.

Press and Hold or Force Touch on iOS to reorder Scenes.

PRO REMOTE X2
The world’s most sophisticated remote is here.
With a glass and aluminum design that’s both
striking and understated, and a solid, substantial
feel in the hand, the simplicity and elegance of
the Savant Pro Remote X2 is unmatched.
The Pro Remote X2 can be perfectly customized
to be easy to use in simple applications, like
watching TV in a guest room, or customized
for the advanced power user who wants access
to everything. Best of all, the same remote can
deliver a personal experience for different users
in the same home.
With native voice control built right into the Pro
Remote X2, plus Siri voice control with IP Apple
TV Integration, the Savant Pro Remote delivers
secure, user-activated voice control.
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